ABSTRACT Business processes are usually described and verified by process models before their realization in enterprise information systems. When event logs generated from systems cannot be replayed well in the process models, the process models need to be improved accordingly. Most model repair methods based on logic Petri nets are often designed for specific structures, which is difficult to be extended in reality. This paper proposes a simple logic transition repair method for logic Petri net-based business process models. This method can check whether models match event logs. According to different structures, we obtain the deviation positions based on the results of conformance checking. Without adding invisible transitions and repeated transitions, the model is repaired by adding arcs and logic transitions, and the original structure is maintained. Finally, the simulation experiment illustrates the correctness and effectiveness of the proposed model repair method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Process mining is a research discipline between process modeling and analysis [1] . The idea of process mining is to extract the required information from event logs. The purpose is to monitor and improve business models, according to event logs obtained from the real systems [2] . Process mining establishes two kinds of relations, one is between the processes and their data, and the other is between the processes and process models. There are three types of applications for process mining. The first is process discovery [3] . The discovery technology uses an event log to generate a process model that does not include any priori information. At present, some scholars have made many attempts to process mining research. For instance, α algorithm [4] scans event logs to find a specific sequential relation among activities, and the log-based sequential relation can be used to discover patterns and mine process models. However, α algorithm still has some shortcomings. Thus, there are some studies improving α algorithm. The study in [5] proposes α# algorithm to effectively mine invisible transitions. It extends the mining The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Xi Peng. capability of the classical α algorithm with the detection of invisible tasks from event logs. The method in [6] is proposed to discover process models with non-free choice structures, and this is what α algorithm cannot mine. The literature [7] uses a representation of a causal network to describe a heuristic mining algorithm that considers the frequency of events and sequences when constructing a process model. In the field of Petri nets, many scholars pay attention to constructing models from the behavioral description of system models. A state-based region method [8] finds transition systems based on traces in the event logs, and then synthesizes a Petri net to find regions of corresponding places. A language-based region method [9] can be used to construct a Petri net from a prefix-closed language, and this integrated approach can be applied directly to event logs.
The second type of applications for process mining is conformance checking [10] . It compares an existing process model with the actual event logs to detect and locate deviations. Conformance checking associates and compares activities in the event logs with transitions in the process models. It aims to find commonalities and differences between the behaviors of models and the behaviors observed. Common conformance checking includes token replay, footprint comparison, alignment, etc. The activities of event logs are mapped to the transitions in a model, and the transitions of all corresponding activities can fire. Replay is simulating the activities of event logs firing in a model. The number and location of tokens reflect the state of a model.
The third type of applications for process mining is process improvement [11] . It uses the event logs generated by the actual processes to extend or improve business process models. The model repair approach is based on the existing event logs to repair original process models such that the repaired models can replay these event logs. There exist deviations between the activities of a process model and those in event logs generated from the information systems. To replay the behaviors recorded in the logs, we need to repair process models. At present, some scholars have proposed many methods for model repair. Dirk Fahland proposes an approach [12] to repair models based on alignment. It collects the non-fitting sub-logs and inserts them into the original models in the form of loops. The Goldratt's approach and Knapsack's approach [13] repair models by inserting a single activity into the original models in the form of self-loops according to different constraints. For specific structures, there are many model repair methods based on Petri nets. For instance, Qi et al. propose a new type of deviations for choice structures, and give a method of judgment. The sub-process that is excavated is used as a branch of choice structures to repair the models [14] . He et al. propose a new model repair approach based on Petri nets. It changes the transitions that can only fire once in the original model. It aims to fire those transitions any times by constructing free-loop structures [15] .
Some Petri net-based repair approaches cannot well describe some logic relations among transitions. Logic Petri net-based repair approaches can solve such problem well. Logic Petri nets [16] have higher simplicity comparing with the traditional Petri nets models. They are abstractions and extensions of inhibition arc networks and high-level Petri nets. Their structures are simpler than their equivalent inhibition arc networks. They can fully exploit the business logic relations among activities, and the input and output of transitions are restricted by logic functions. Compared with the general Petri nets, logic Petri nets can further improve the fitness degree and simplicity of complex system mining models, and better describe and analyze the batch processing function and the value uncertainty in the real-time collaborative working systems. It can alleviate the state space explosion problem to a certain extent. At present, there are many studies on logic Petri nets. Liu et al. propose extended logic Petri nets to improve logic Petri nets and introduce the related firing rules and state reachability graphs [17] . Luan et al. propose a vector matching method to analyze its compatibility, boundedness, and conservativeness [18] . Du et al. propose a process mining algorithm based on logic Petri nets to improve the simplicity and fitness of complex system models, especially for systems with complex relations between parallel activities [19] . Furthermore, many studies of model repair methods have been conducted to improve the precision of models that have specific structures. Zhang et al. define precursor and successor sets of activities and determine their relations, then propose a method to repair models containing a causal relation and a concurrent relation, respectively [20] . Zhang et al. propose a method to repair the process models containing choice structures by studying the relations among transitions in the choice structures [21] . Xu et al. add bridges among choice branches to repair models with choice structures [22] . Teng et al. define concurrent transition pairs and choice transition pairs to analyze the logic relations among transitions according to alignment, and repair process models with concurrent blocks [23] . Zheng et al. propose an algorithm to repair models containing a choice with concurrency structures [24] .
There are four metrics [10] to evaluate the quality of process models, i.e., fitness, simplicity, precision, and generalization. Fitness is the most important indicator. It refers to the capability that event logs can be replayed on a process model. Simplicity requires that the model structures should be as simple as possible. Precision means that a process model does not allow activities that are not observed in the event logs to occur. Generalization indicates the ability to predict future traces.
Alignment can determine ambiguously the areas where deviations may exist. It does not accurately identify each area where deviations exist [25] . In the workflow models, a token is the factor for model transition firing. We can accurately locate deviations according to the places where tokens are missed or left. Recently, many repair methods based on logic Petri nets have been designed for processes with a specific structure. It is not suitable for expansion. In our previous work [23] , we propose a model repair approach for process models containing concurrent blocks. It judges the concurrent relations based on alignment and process trees between new transitions and concurrent branches, and adds concurrent branches in the concurrent blocks. However, it cannot repair models with non-concurrent structures. This paper proposes a method to repair models with both concurrent and non-concurrent structures. This repair method makes the traces of event logs to fire forcedly in the models. Then it generates a table of token changing. According to the number of tokens of each place after an event log is forced to fire on the process model, it obtains deviation positions by different methods for determining deviations. Without adding invisible transitions and repeated transitions, the model is repaired by adding arcs and logic transitions, and the original structure is maintained. It also improves precision while maintaining high fitness. This paper has the following contributions:
(1) Event logs are forced to fire in the workflow nets, and model-token tuples is given to check whether models match event logs. For models with concurrent or non-concurrent structures, we propose two different methods to determine deviations based on model-token tuples and the firing order of activities in the traces.
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(2) In order to repair models with concurrent or non-concurrent structures simply and precisely, we propose different methods to repair models based on logic Petri nets. (3) The correctness and effectiveness of the proposed model repair method are illustrated by experiments. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews some basic concepts. Section III defines model-token tuples, and presents an approach to repair models with non-concurrent structures. Section IV presents an approach to repair models with concurrent structures. Experimental results are given in Section V. Section VI concludes this work.
II. PRELIMINARIES
This section briefly reviews some basic concepts including multi-set, traces and event logs [26] - [30] , tuples [10] , pre-set and post-set, precursor and successor [21] , Petri nets [31] - [41] , logic Petri nets [16] , [44] , and then introduces concepts of workflow nets [42] and soundness [42] . In the following content, N represents a natural number set, i.e., N = {0, 1, 2, · · ·}; and Z represents an integer set, i.e., Z = {0, 1, −1, 2, −2, · · ·}. Definition 4 (Pre-set and Post-set): N = (P, T ; F) is a net, where P is a finite set of places, T is a finite set of transitions, and F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P) is a set of directed arcs. For ∀x ∈ P ∪ T ,
where • x represents the pre-set of x, and x • represents the post-set of x.
Definition 5 (Precursor and Successor): Let A ∈ A, σ ∈ A * be a trace on A, and ∀σ ∈ L, L ∈ B(A * ) is a log. If an activity a ∈&(σ ) and the position index of a in σ is i, # a is called the precursor of a, where the position index of # a in σ is i − 1; and a # is called the successor of a, where the position index of a # in σ is i + 1.
Definition 6 (Petri Nets): A four-tuple PN = (P, T ; F, M ) is a Petri net, where
(1) N = (P, T ; F) is a net, i and o is the initial and final place, respectively, where i ∈ P, 
i.e., the logic output transition t can fire, for Figure 1 shows an example of a logic Petri net model LPN 1 with two logic transitions t 1 and t 2 . t 1 is a logic input transition, and its logic input function is f I (t 1 ) = (p 1 ⊗ p 2 ) ∧ p 3 . If t 1 is enabled, its logic input function needs to satisfy 
, there are three cases: (1) a token is present in p 5 ; (2) a token is present in p 6 ; or (3) a token is present in both p 5 and p 6 .
There is an initial place i ∈ P, • i = ∅, and M i is an initial marking; (3) There is a final place o ∈ P, o • = ∅, and M o is a final marking; and (4) For ∀x ∈ P ∪ T , x lies on a path from i to o. Tokens can be used to represent the marking of Petri nets. Here, we can use tokens to represent resources in the workflow nets.
Example 1: As shown in Figure 2 , WPN 1 is a workflow net. There is a σ 1 =< t 1 , t 4 >. As shown in Table 1 , the horizontal bar of the table records all places in the model, and the column of the table records all activities of a trace. We have M i (p 1 ) = 1, and
(1) P ⊆ P, and T ⊆ T ; and (
III. REPAIRING MODELS WITH NON-CONCURRENT STRUCTURES
There exist deviations between the activities of event logs and those in the process models. To describe the activities of event logs well in the models, the process models need to be repaired. A repair method for logic Petri net-based business process models is proposed. The premise of this simple logic transition repair method is that the loop sub-process must not exceed one time. A model can have both concurrent and non-concurrent structures. For different structures of models, we propose different methods for determining deviation positions. This section presents an approach to repair models with non-concurrent structures.
Definition 12 (Model-token Tuples):
Let A ∈ A, σ ∈ A * be a trace on A, and
(1) C P ∈ P denotes all the places of WPN; (2) C T ∈({∅}∪T ) denotes the pre-set of C P ; a) If C P = p i and
and p ∈ C P . The operation that the traces of an event log are forced to fire on the model is given in the algorithm below.
Algorithm 1 is the operation that the traces of an event log are forced to fire in the model. Lines 1-6 indicate that there is a token in the initial place, and the number of tokens of other places is 0. Line 7 initializes the set of activities of a trace. Lines 8-12 indicate that for each activity in the trace, if the transition corresponding to this activity is in the model, the pre-set of the transition will consume a token. Lines [13] [14] [15] indicate that if the transition corresponding to this activity is in the model, the post-set of the transition will generate a token. In lines 16-23, if the transition is not in the model,
the pre-set of the precursor of this transition will consume a token; for other places, there is no change. Line 24 indicates that the final place consumes a token. Line 25 returns the final marking M o .
Model-token tuples are obtained by the following algorithm.
Algorithm 2 gives a method to calculate a model-token tuple. Line 1 initializes the set of model-token tuple. Line 2 uses Algorithm 1, M i [[σ >> M o . Lines 3-4 store all places into C P . In lines 5-7, if the place is the initial place, then C T = {∅}. In lines 8-13, if the number of the pre-set transitions of a place is more than 1, we store all these transitions into C T ; if not, we store the pre-set of the place into C T . Lines 14-15 store the number of tokens under the final marking into C M . Line 16 returns a model-token tuple C γ .
For example, Figure 3 shows a model-token tuple C γ 1 . After Force_Fire(WPN 1 , σ 1 ), we have C M (p 2 ) = 1, i.e., there is a token left in p 2 ; we have C M (p 4 ) = −1, i.e., p 4 misses a token.
Model-token tuples are used to obtain deviation positions. For models with non-concurrent structures, we will give a method to determine deviation positions from T to P.
Definition 13 (Deviation Positions): Let A ∈ A, σ ∈ A * be a trace on A, and and Act new / ∈ T . C γ = (C T , C P , C M ) * is a model-token tuple. D|TP and D|PT are called a deviation position of a non-concurrent structure and a concurrent structure, respectively, where
According to different event logs, the methods of determining deviation positions are also different. If it is a concurrent structure or a non-concurrent structure, its deviation positions are divided into three types.
Definition 14 (Deviation Types):Let A ∈ A, σ ∈ A * be a trace on A, and
, if we want to accurately determine deviation positions, it is necessary to judge deviations based on the firing order of activities in the traces and their pre-sets. The definition of trace-place sequence is given below.
Definition 15 (Trace-place Sequence): Let A ∈ A, σ ∈ A * be a trace on A, and
For example, in WPN 1 , and
According to different deviation types, we have different methods to obtain deviation positions. The method to calculate deviation positions of models with non-concurrent structures is obtained by the following algorithm.
Algorithm 3 gives a method to calculate deviation positions of models with non-concurrent structures. Lines 1-2 initialize a deviation position and intermediate variables. Lines 3-8 obtain the number of places containing tokens, and store those places and its pre-set transitions. Lines 9-13 obtain the number of places missing tokens, and store those places and its pre-set transitions. In lines 14-16, if the number of places containing and missing tokens are both 1, its deviation position is the pre-set of a place containing tokens and a place missing tokens. In lines 17-21, if the length of the deviation position is more than 1, we store the pre-set of places containing tokens and places missing tokens. In lines 22-37, we start from the first transition in n DP(t), and find the next place in DP(p) based on its trace-place sequence. Then we regard them as a deviation position. If it reaches the last element of STP(σ ), then check it again from the first element of STP(σ ). In lines 38-43, if there are new activities, we regard the precursor of new activities and the pre-set of the successor of new activities as its deviation position. Line 44 returns the deviation position.
From Theorem 1, the deviation positions of non-concurrent structures are the pre-set of a place containing tokens and a place missing tokens.
As described in Algorithm 3, for a non-concurrent structure
Algorithm 3 Calculate Deviation Positions of Models With Non-Concurrent Structures
Input: A model-token tuple C γ , and a trace-place sequence STP(σ ) Output: For example, for WPN 1 and C γ 1 , it is a non-concurrent structure with R S (C γ 1 ). After Force_Fire (WPN 1 , σ 1 ) , we have C M (p 2 ) = 1 and C M (p 4 ) = −1.
• p j = {t 1 }, and VOLUME 7, 2019 the deviation positions of C γ 1 is D|TP = {(t 1 , p 4 )}. A single deviation is easy to determine its specific deviation positions.
For R M (C γ ), we need to determine deviation positions based on the trace-place sequence. For a non-concurrent structure with R M (C γ ), DP(t) = {t i }, where C M (p i ) > 0, and
Example 2: as shown in Figure 4 , WPN 2 is a workflow net. There is a σ 2 =< t 1 , t 4 , t 5 , t 6 , t 5 , t 7 >. Figure 5 shows a model-token tuple C γ 2 . For WPN 2 and C γ 2 , it is a non-concurrent structure with R M (C γ 2 ). After Force_Fire(WPN 2 , σ 2 ), we have C M (p 2 ) = 1 and C M (p 5 ) = 1, i.e., there is a token left in p 2 and p 5 , respectively; we have C M (p 3 ) = −1 and C M (p 4 ) = −1, i.e., p 3 and p 4 miss a token. DP(t) = {t 1 , t 5 } and DP(p) = {p 3 , p 4 }. According to Definition 15, its trace-place sequence is STP(σ 2 ) =< t 1 |p 1 , t 4 |p 3 , t 5 |p 4 , t 6 |p 5 , t 5 |p 4 , t 7 |p 4 >. We have t 1 |p 1 ∈ STP(σ 2 ) and the position of t 1 |p 1 in STP(σ 2 ) is 1. From this position, we find the next element t 4 |p 3 such that p 3 ∈ DP(p), so D 2 |TP = {(t 1 , p 3 )}. Then we have t 5 |p 4 ∈ STP(σ 2 ) and the position of t 5 |p 4 in STP(σ 2 ) is 3. From this position, we find t 5 |p 4 such that p 4 ∈ DP(p), so we obtain the deviation position of C γ 2 , i.e., D 2 |TP = {(t 1 , p 3 ), (t 5 , p 4 )}.
For a non-concurrent structure with R N (C γ ), we collect new activities. D|TP = {(t, ( # t, p))} is its deviation position, where t ∈Act new , and p ∈ • (t # ).
Example 3: There is a σ 3 =< t 1 , a, t 2 , t 4 , b, t 5 , t 6 , t 7 >. Figure 6 shows a model-token tuple C γ 3 . Table 2 shows the changing of tokens in
For WPN 2 and C γ 3 , it is a non-concurrent structure with R N (C γ 3 ). After Force_Fire (WPN 2 , σ 3 ) , we have C M (p 2 ) = −1 and C M (p 6 ) = −1, i.e., p 2 and p 6 miss a token. ∀C M (p) ≤0, and p ∈ C P .Act new = {a, b}, D|TP = {(t, ( # t, p))}, t ∈Act new and p ∈ • (t # ). # a = t 1 , # b = t 4 , • (a # ) = {p 2 }, and • (b # ) = {p 4 }, i.e., the deviation position of C γ 3 is D 3 |TP = { (a, (t 1 , p 2 )), (b, (t 4 , p 4 ) )}. After we obtain deviation positions, we repair models based on logic Petri nets. A method to repair models with non-concurrent structures based on logic Petri nets is given below.
Algorithm 4 gives a method to repair models with non-concurrent structures via logic Petri nets. Line 1 initializes a model. Lines 2-9 indicate that for each D|TP, we add arcs from T to P and a logic output transition. In lines 10-15, when there are new transitions, for each deviation position, we add new places, new arcs and a logic output transition. In lines 16-25, if the length of the pre-set of a new transition is more than 1, we change this transition to a logic input transition; if the length of the post-set of a new transition is more than 1, we change this transition to a logic output transition. Line 26 returns LPN .
For WPN 1 and σ 1 , Figure 7 shows the repaired model LPN 1 by our method. D 1 |TP = {(t 1 , p 4 )}, and we add an arc from t 1 to p 4 and change t 1 to a logic output transition. For WPN 2 and σ 2 , Figure 8 shows the repaired model LPN 2 by our method. D 2 |TP = {(t 1 , p 3 ), (t 5 , p 4 )}, so we add two arcs from t 1 to p 3 and from t 5 to p 4 , respectively, and change t 1 and t 5 to logic output transitions.
For WPN 2 and σ 3 , Figure 9 shows the repaired model LPN 3 by our method. D 3 |TP = {(a, (t 1 , p 2 )), (b, (t 4 , p 4 ))}, so we add six arcs and two places, and change t 1 and t 4 to logic output transitions.
Algorithm 4 Repair Models With Non-Concurrent Structures via Logic Petri Nets
Input: A deviation position D|TP, and a workflow net
FOR (j = 1; j ≤ |D|TP|; j + +) DO 12.
P ← P ∪{p new }; 13 .
END IF 23.
END FOR

24.
END FOR 25. END IF 26. RETURN LPN = (P , T ; F , I , O , M ). 
IV. REPAIRING MODELS WITH CONCURRENT STRUCTURES
This section presents an approach to repair models with concurrent structures. For models with concurrent structures, we use a method to determine deviation positions from P to T . According to Definition 14, the models with concurrent structures also have three deviation types, i.e., R S (C γ ), R M (C γ ), and R N (C γ ).
According to different event logs, the method for determining deviation positions of concurrent structures is also Theorem 2:
From Theorem 2, the deviation positions of concurrent structures are places containing tokens and the post-set of places missing tokens.
As described in Algorithm 5, for a concurrent structure with R S (C γ ), D|PT = {(p i , t)} is its deviation positions, where
As shown in Figure 10 , WPN 3 is a workflow net. There is a σ 4 =< t 1 , t 4 , t 5 , t 6 , t 5 , t 7 >. Figure 11 shows a model-token tuple C γ 4 .
For WPN 3 and C γ 4 , it is a concurrent structure with R S (C γ 4 ). After Force_Fire (WPN 3 , σ 4 ) , we have C M (p 3 ) = 1 and C M (p 5 
Algorithm 5 Calculate Deviation Positions of Models With Concurrent Structures
Input: A model-token tuple C γ , and a trace-place sequence STP(σ ) Output:
END IF 27. 
END FOR
28. h = 0; 29. FOR EACHp ∈DP(p) THEN 30. FOR (k = 1, t|p ∈STP(σ ); k ≤ |STP(σ )|; k ++) DO 31. h ← k; 32. FOR (h! = 0; h ≤ |STP(σ )|; h + +) DO 33. IF π h (ST (σ )) ∈ DP(t) THEN 34. D|PT←D|PT∪{(π k (SP(σ ),π h (ST(σ ))}; 35. DP(p) ← DP(p) − {π k (SP(σ )}; 36. IF h = |STP(σ )| THEN 37. h = 1
For a concurrent structure with
For concurrent structures with R M (C γ ), we need to determine deviation positions based on the trace-place sequence.
Example 5: As shown in Figure 12 , WPN 4 is a workflow net. There is a σ 5 =< t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 , t 5 , t 1 , t 3 , t 4 , t 5 , t 6 >. Figure 13 shows a model-token tuple C γ 5 .
For WPN 4 and C γ 5 , it is a concurrent structure with
We have t 2 |p 3 ∈ STP(σ 4 ) such that p 3 ∈ DP(p) and the position of t 2 |p 3 in STP(σ 4 ) is 2. From this position, we find the next element t 3 |(p 2 , p 5 ) such that t 3 ∈ DP(t), so D 2 |PT = {(p 3 , t 3 )}. Then we have t 6 |p 8 ∈ STP(σ 4 ) such that p 8 ∈ DP(p) and t 6 |p 8 is the last element of STP(σ 4 ). We find t 1 |p 1 such that t 1 ∈ DP(t) is from the first element of STP(σ 4 ), so we obtain the deviation position of C γ 5 , i.e., D 2 |PT = {(p 3 , t 3 ), (p 8 , t 1 )}.
For a concurrent structure with R N (C γ ), we collect new activities. Its deviation position is D|TP = {(t, (p, t # ))}, where t ∈Act new , and p ∈ ( # t) • For C γ 6 , it is a concurrent structure with R N (C γ 6 ). After Force_Fire(WPN 4 , σ 6 ) and Force_Fire(WPN 4 , σ 7 ), we have C M (p 1 ) = −1, and ∀C M (p) ≤0, p ∈ C P .Act new = {a}, ( # a) • = {p 8 , p 9 }, and a # = {t 1 }, i.e., the deviation position of C γ 6 is D 3 |PT = {(a, (p 8 , t 1 )), (a, (p 9 , t 1 ))}. After we get deviation positions, we repair models via logic Petri nets. A method to repair models with concurrent structures via logic Petri nets is given below.
Algorithm 6 gives a method to repair models with concurrent structures based on logic Petri nets. Line 1 initializes a model. Lines 2-14 indicate that for each D|PT, we add arcs from P to T and a logic input transition. In lines 15-20, when there are new transitions, for each deviation position, we add new places, new arcs and a logic input transition. In lines 21-30, if the length of the pre-set of a new transition is more than 1, we change this transition to a logic input transition; and if the length of the post-set of a new transition is more than 1, we change this transition to a logic output transition. Line 31 returns LPN .
For WPN 3 and σ 4 , Figure 15 shows the repaired model LPN 4 by our method. D 1 |PT = {(p 3 , t 3 )}, and we add an arc from p 3 to t 3 and change t 3 to a logic input transition. For WPN 4 and σ 5 , Figure 16 shows the repaired model LPN 5 by our method. D 2 |PT = {(p 3 , t 3 ), (p 8 , t 1 )}, and we add two arcs from p 3 to t 3 and from p 8 to t 1 , and change t 3 and t 1 to logic input transitions.
For WPN 4 , σ 6 and σ 7 , Figure 17 shows the repaired model LPN 6 by our method. D 3 |PT = { (a, (p 8 , t 1 )), (a, (p 9 , t 1 ) )}, so we add four arcs and one place, and change a and t 1 to logic input transitions.
Algorithm 6 Repair Models With Concurrent Structures via Logic Petri Nets
Input: A deviation position D|PT, and a workflow net We perform a complexity analysis on the method of this paper. The worst-case complexity of Algorithms 1-6 is O(n 3 ), and it is similar to the complexity of Fahland's approach, Knapsack's approach and Goldratt's approach. 
V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
This section gives a simulation experiment by using the data from the thoracic surgery procedure of a hospital in Qingdao. The event logs of this simulation experiment can be accessible at: https://pan.baidu.com/s/12TsYjN_ MARDxCl6ld3lGYA. We compare the repair approach of our proposed with Fahland's approach [12] , Knapsack's approach and Goldratt's approach [13] . The Fahland's repair approach is implemented by a process mining tool ProM6.6, and it can be available from: http://www.promtools.org/prom6/. Besides, the Goldratt's approach and Knapsack's approach are implemented in the DOS window. Since the repair methods based on logic Petri nets do not have experimental tools, our repair approach in this paper uses manual simulation.
A. MODEL AND DATA FOR EXPERIMENTS
We take a business process of outpatient examination during the hospital thoracic surgery as an example. Figure 18 shows the corresponding process model. First, a patient goes to the information desk to consult some related problems and waits in line. Then he (or she) can book a special or general clinic. When booking successfully, he (or she) gets a medical record and pays for it. After that, the patient can get a number and wait for his (or her) order. A doctor will check what the patient needs by the examination. There are three types of examination, i.e., blood test, magnetic resonance imaging, and ultrasound examination. Finally, a doctor will diagnose and cure disease according to the examinations. However, there may be other situations in the actual process. For example, a patient can reserve the number in advance; or he (or she) already has a medical card and does not need to get it again; or after diagnosis or cure, the patient will do regular observation, etc. Petri net-based models cannot simply and accurately express the logic relations among transitions, and we can repair model based on logic Petri nets.
We first filter out event logs that are incomplete and deviated from the process, and repair models based on ten sets of event logs as shown in Table 3 , including the total number of traces, events, transitions, the length of traces and deviations. For instance, L 10 contains 1000 traces with a total number of 6474 deviations. The number of events and transitions are 18488 and 17, respectively, and the length of traces ranges from 12-21.
B. MODEL REPAIR EXPERIMENTS OF FOUR REPAIR APPROACHES
We use the repaired models by Fahland's approach, Knapsack's approach and Goldratt's approach as a reference to compare and analyze the effectiveness of our proposed approach. The Fahland's approach repairs models by using alignment to detect the deviations between model activities and log activities. It collects loop transitions as a sub-log and adds it into original models, and skips transitions that are not enabled by adding invisible transitions. The Goldratt's method and Knapsack's method repair models by adding different single transition self-loops, and the repaired models may repeat the sub-processes indefinitely. These repair approaches do not describe the logic relations among transitions well, and the structure of repaired models is quite different from the original models. Those repaired models have some repeated behaviors, and it increases the complexity of models. Such self-loop and sub-process may not be allowed to repeat in the real processes, and it reduces the precision of models. Adding invisible transitions also reduces the precision of models. The repaired models of three repair approaches are shown in Figures 19-21 , respectively. Table 4 is a comparison of the results of four repair approaches, including the number of added places, transitions, arcs, and repeated transitions. The repaired model by Fahland's approach adds 13 place, 22 transitions, 48 arcs, and 13 repeated transitions comparing with its original model. There are some repeated transitions in the sub-process, and many places and arcs are added. It increases the complexity of a model. The repaired model has some invisible transitions or self-loops, and it has low precision. Compared with its original model, the repaired models obtained by Goldratt's approach and Knapsack's approach add 15 transitions, 30 arcs, and 12 repeated transitions. The repaired models by Goldratt's approach and Knapsack's approach have a large number of self-loops, and they do not describe the logic relations among transitions well and reduce the precision of models. These repaired models of three approaches have changed its original model structures and are relatively complex. In comparison, the repaired model of our approach is simpler. The number of repeated transitions in the repaired model by our approach is least.
The repaired model by our approach is shown in Figure 22 . It maintains its original model structures. Compared with its original model, it adds 2 places, 10 arcs, and 2 new transitions. It also adds 4 logic input transitions and 2 logic output transitions with I (Outpatientexamination) = p 10 ⊗ p 19 
The repaired model by our approach can describe the logic relations among transitions and reduce the complexity of models. Since there are no selfloops, and the input and output functions restrict the firing conditions of logic transitions, the model generates fewer traces that are not included in event logs. It improves the precision of models.
C. MODEL EVALUATION
This subsection will give a comparison of the functions of the repaired models, including the simplicity of net structures, fitness, and precision. This paper uses ten sets of event logs above to calculate the simplicity of net structures, fitness, and precision between the repaired models and event logs. The simplicity of net structures is given below, and it can indicate whether a repaired model is simple in terms of net structures.
Definition 16 (Simplicity): The simplicity of net structures of a process model is defined as:
where |σ | represents the number of traces, σ T i represents the number of events in the i-th trace, and N T represents the total number of transitions of models.
If a model is simpler, the value of the simplicity function is larger. If the simplicity of a model is higher, it shows that the model is more easily extended and easily applied to real business processes, and the efficiency of being used in reality is higher. Figure 23 shows the simplicity of net structures of four repaired models.
We can see from Figure 23 that the repaired model by our approach has the highest simplicity of net structures, and followed by Goldratt's repair approach and Knapsack's repair approach. They are higher than that of Fahland's repair approach.
Below we use ten sets of event logs (as shown in Table 3 ) to compare the fitness and precision of four repaired models. The degree of fitness of logic Petri net models is obtained according to [43] . Fitness is the most important indicator for evaluating the quality of models. If the fitness of a model is higher, the ability of the model replaying the event log is stronger, and the quality of the model is better. Figure 24 shows the fitness of four repaired models of four approaches.
We can see from Figure 24 that the repaired models by our approach and Fahland's approach have the highest degree of fitness. They are higher than that of the repaired models by Goldratt's approach and Knapsack's approach. The repaired models by Goldratt's approach and Knapsack's approach have the same fitness. The precision of logic Petri net models is also obtained according to [43] . If the precision of a model is higher, the traces the models generate outside event logs are fewer, and the quality of the model is better. Figure 25 shows the precision of four repaired models of four approaches.
We can see from Figure 25 that the precision of the repaired model by our approach is higher than the other three repair approaches. Besides, the repaired logic Petri net by our approach has many good properties, such as reachability, boundedness, etc.
Although the complexity of our approach is similar to Fahland's repair method, Knapsack's repair method, and Goldratt's repair method, the simplicity of net structures and precision are higher than the other three methods, and the fitness is maintained at a high level.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a simple logic transition repair method of business models via logic Petri nets. Activities of event logs are forced to fire in the models, and the model-token tuple is defined to check whether models match event logs. For different structures of models, we obtain deviation positions according to model-token tuples and the firing order of activities in the traces and their pre-sets. Different model repair methods are given based on logic Petri nets. Without adding invisible transitions and repeated transitions, the model is repaired by adding arcs and logic transitions, and the original structure is retained. The complexity of algorithms of our method is similar to Fahland's repair method, Knapsack's repair method and Goldratt's repair method. Besides, the repaired model by our approach has a high simplicity of net structures, and can better describe the logic relations among transitions. Furthermore, it improves the precision while maintaining high fitness. This approach effectively repairs models by controlling the flow of tokens. The proposed model repair approach is also applicable to other business process systems, such as business and insurance. In addition, our consideration of event logs is not limited to the performing order of activities, but also to other information about event logs, such as timestamps and activity attributes. Those messages are very useful when analyzing attribute-related performance, such as latency between two activities. Our future work will consider the case of adding concurrent branches. We need to further judge the concurrent relations between new transitions and concurrent branches, and design efficient algorithms. 
